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 exact inquiries which his compatriot, the late Mr Lounsbury, devoted to

 the study of Tennyson's reputation. Both these scholars make us under-

 stand. the poet better.

 OLIVER ELTON.

 LIVERPOOL.

 American English. By GILBERT M. TUCKER. New York: Alfred A.

 Knopf. 1921. 8vo. 375pp.

 This book is a very natural protest against the idolum fori that

 American English is a 'degenerate' variation from our mother tongue.

 Its perusal may suggest thought to such supercilious persons of our

 countrymen as are ever ready to deliver judgment on the language and

 style of their neighbours. His anger at their impertinence has occasion-

 ally led our author to imitate their own contemptuous attitude.

 The bulk of the book consists of two lists: 'Exotic Americanisms'

 (1100 words); 'Real Americanisms' (1900 words). These are interesting

 reading, and to many of the words shrewd comments are appended.

 The second list, however, is in some respects as inaccurate as were

 the mid-nineteenth century self-constituted stylists against whom

 Mr Tucker is tilting. That a few such gentlemen still blether amongst

 us, in ignorance apparently of the existence of the New English Dictionary,

 does not excuse Mr Tucker's own neglect to utilize this work.

 Here are a few wrongly-labelled 'Real Americanisms': the N. E. D.

 gives instances of bosom (shirt) from the year 1121 to 1834; agaze 1430-

 1876; flats 1296 to De Quincey; huckster 1200 to present day; brave

 (Indian) from Chapman to Byron; swear in from Evelyn to present day;

 rising ground 1617 to p.d.; rack (and ruin) 1599 to p.d.; fetch (a scream)

 1552-1850; flea-bitten (horse) 1550-1863; butter-fingered 1615-1841.

 Here are a few probably wrongly-labelled 'Real Americanisms': the

 N. E. D. records British examples anterior to Mr Tucker's American

 dates for: line (railway), liner, king-bolt,fork up, come down, cut (chapel),

 soda (water), stiff (drink), hardtack, etc. etc. Possibly some of these really

 are of American origin; but the question may remain open until the

 world possesses an American supplement to the N. E. D.

 If, before his second edition, Mr Tucker will check his second list in

 full with the N. E. D., as he has inspired us to do in part, the consider-

 able debt of Standard Modern English to the United States of America,

 will be made more widely known.

 The political separation of the two nations has put no hindrance in

 the way of free passage of useful words from one country to the other.

 To the United States the English language owes, as Mr Tucker's book

 enables everyone to see without trouble, cable, cablegram, telegram,

 express; hurricane-deck, monitor; lumber and kerosene; poker and cock-

 tail; outfit, anti-slavery, vegetarian; to bluff, dump, coast, and toboggan,

 and many other words equally indispensable; not to mention vast num-

 bers of colloquialisms in use among educated persons of both nations,
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 e.g. to own up, rope in, peter out, and housekeep; ragtime, grocery,jumper,

 cavendish, and deadhead; and not to mention a very large vocabulary of

 political, business, and technical words, e.g. wirepulling, campaign, non-

 committal; call, corner, appreciation, shortage, bucket-shop.

 Mr Tucker's list of ' Exotic Americanisms' is free from the faults of

 his other list. Here he sets out to disprove the foolish conceit that

 'everybody knows an Americanism when he sees it'; and he has-to

 the satisfaction and pleasure of, we trust, every philologist-well wiped

 the floor with his adversaries. We would earnestly desire to bring his

 Chapter III to the notice of all teachers of modern English.

 It is unfortunate that Mr Tucker has not clearly distinguished be-

 tween origin and vogue. He would surely no more think of labelling

 Armada, materialize, and steam-engine ' Briticisms ' than of calling faith,

 commerce, and placard 'Gallicisms'; yet he applies the term 'Ameri-

 canisms' to such words as rattlesnake, guano, shanty, ranch, and clearing.

 This way confusion lies.

 If we are to discuss this important problem impartially, the terms

 'Americanism' and 'Briticism' must be restricted to provincialisms, i.e.

 to words and expressions which are not in use among all educated

 English-speaking people. These may be good old words or usages lost

 on one side or the other of the Atlantic, e.g. claggy, collards, sick, guess,

 nigh unto, buffer, or spoilt on one side or the other, e.g. claim, allow,

 expect. Or they may be new words or usages confined to one side, e.g.

 bummer, taps, hunk, spang, right here, all two, luggage. Of some of

 these sins of omission and commission neither country has cause to

 be proud.

 It is still more unfortunate that Mr Tucker has not clearly dis-

 tinguished between: (1) Dialect, (2) Colloquial speech (and writing),

 (3) Received Standard speech (and writing), (4) The Standard, literary,

 written language.

 With the first two categories we need not immediately concern our-

 selves: they are matter for the dialect and slang dictionaries. It is,

 however, extremely imporlant for the future of the English (not the

 British!) language, that the third category shall be scientifically ex-

 amined. Category 4, in its modern phases as much the product of

 American as of British thought, still remains the common heritage of

 cultured persons on both sides of the Atlantic; but, in this democratic

 age, it is on the prudent, or the indifferent treatment of Category 3 that

 depends either the continuance of our five hundred years tradition, or

 the cleavage of standard literary English (again, not British !) into two

 dialects.

 If Mr Tucker's book, as it undoubtedly must, leads a larger public

 to ponder these things, it is, whatever its imperfections, a good book.

 J. H. G. GRATTAN.

 LONDON.
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